
ERWC Portfolio & Grade Proposal
Class Goals:

Reading Practice
Student is a reader with a
self-directed reading practice that
continues outside the classroom.

Student can read and analyze a
variety of texts with confidence and
have a thorough understanding of
the rhetorical situation.

● Cite strong and thorough
textual evidence to support
analysis of what the text says
explicitly as well as inferences
drawn from the text

● Determine two or more themes
or central ideas of a text and
analyze their development
over the course of the text,
including how they interact
and build on one another to
produce a complex account

● Analyze the impact of the
author's choices

Writing Practice
Student writes to think through issues
and to say something important.

Student can write with intentionality
to a variety of audiences and
purposes to demonstrate a complete
understanding of the rhetorical
situation.

● Produce clear writing in which
the organization, and style are
appropriate to task, purpose,
and audience.

● Use precise language,
domain-specific vocabulary,
and techniques such as
metaphor, simile, and analogy
to manage the complexity of
the topic.

Student applies a robust writing
practice that includes the use of
mentor texts, peer feedback, and
revision.

● Develop and strengthen
writing as needed by planning,
revising, editing, rewriting, or
trying a new approach,
focusing on addressing what is
most significant for a specific
purpose and audience.

Listening & Speaking
Practice

Student engages in formal and
informal discussions and presents
arguments, information, and opinions
using supporting evidence.

● Volunteer to share opinions &
ideas in

○ whole class
○ small groups
○ partner discussions

● Use preparation to draw
organized, direct references
to relevant evidence from the
text.

Student actively listen to, understand
and respond to speakers.

● Provide responses that are
relevant, articulate, and
accurate (drawing
conclusions, making
connections, opposing ideas,
summarizing context

Give each category above an I CAN rating: 1 = Definitely no;  2 = No, however…;  3 = Yes, however… ; 4 = Definitely yes
Include an explanation for your I CAN rating:

Course Domain I CAN Scores (based on gradebook
and personal evidence)

Data (Which assignments from the gradebook
will you point to as evidence of your learning
and growth?)

Reading

Writing

Listening &
Speaking

Average:

Final Grade Proposal & Portfolio Reflection Essay
Task: Write a letter that functions as an argumentative essay to justify your semester grade in the course.
Your detailed letter must be evidence based that includes a detailed explanation and analysis of how you
have shown proximity to our learning objectives. Make sure to reflect on your progress and growth over the
course of the semester and how that growth contributes to your assessment of yourself. Additionally, be sure
to reflect on specific areas in which you still need improvement. Evidence must include specific references to
the tables above. Reflections and claims should be thoroughly supported with evidence of your ability in each
learning category. Make sure to dedicate a paragraph to each learning goal for the course.



Length: 2-3 pages or more
Format: Letter

Additional Requirements: Your letter should include the following:

● Thesis statement (with signposts) clearly stating the final grade you propose.
● Description of your learning journey: where you started, where you are now, and what you’ve done along

the way to make that progress towards each skill area (reading, writing, speaking, & listening) within this
class.

● Description of work habits strengths and weaknesses since the beginning of the course and midterms.
● If applicable, description of obstacles and/or circumstances that complicated or interfered with learning

progress and how they were addressed.
● Evidence (specific work completed and data gathered) to support the descriptions above. Make sure to

analyze how the evidence supports your growth and final score for the class.
● Demonstration of your best writing abilities: organization, clarity & focus, rhetoric, voice & style.
● What you plan to focus on and do to continue your learning next semester and beyond.

Note: The effectiveness of your essay will be based on the writing rubric used on all
of the  major writing assignments for this class.

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1TttYSmkteFVmGQ5q4ChnAbgP5ZgNEGMjAKwbzkAKSAc/edit?usp=sharing

